This paper focuses on an aspect that is widely neglected in native XML database management systems: support for concurrent transactional access. We analyze the isolation requirements of the XQuery Update language and disclose typical sources of anomalies of various query processing strategies. We also present extensions to our proven XML lock protocol, which allow us to exploit dynamic schema information for query processing and protects us against XML-specific "schema phantoms". All concepts shown were implemented in XTC, which we developed as a research vehicle during the recent six years. Eventually, the outcome of this long-term project is a rather complete XML DBMS, which is used as an experimental testbed for XML-related research and also as a scalable framework for serializable XQuery 1 .
Introduction
After more than a decade of native XML database research, various storage, indexing, and query processing techniques have matured, and first productionlevel systems are available on the market. These systems provide satisfactory query response times, reliable storage, and scalability to large data volumes. In contrast to conventional database systems, however, one aspect that is typically taken for granted is widely neglected: support for ACID transactions.
Vendors bypass this scalability bottleneck by solely focusing on use cases where concurrent access is just not intended: On the one extreme, documents are stored once and are never or only sparsely updated or, on the other extreme, data is arranged in large collections of small, independent documents, too tiny to think about reasonable concurrency. The whole spectrum in between is left open, throwing away opportunities to enable new types of applications.
Our long-term objective is to close this gap and to develop concepts and architectures that finally leverage the strengths of both worlds: databases (transactional, scalable, reliable) and XML (semi-structured, schema-agnostic, portable). As a major system aspect to approach this goal, efficient transactional multi-user capabilities are needed that scale with both number and size of documents. 
Problem Statement
In the first place, transaction isolation for XML has to cope with the same challenges as traditional relational systems. It must provide stability for data read and it must protect against phantoms, i.e., preserve stability of predicates evaluated like, e.g., range scans over content. Queries and updates for semi-structured data impose here some new challenges not known so far. In the following, we point out the most important aspects:
On the one hand, there is the ordered, hierarchical nature of XML, which leads to complex dependencies between the "data atoms", i.e., the nodes of the document tree. Thus, serializability requires that structural updates are carefully isolated and do violate neither vertical nor horizontal relationships seen by concurrent transactions. On the other hand, when using XQuery-like languages, it is particularly difficult to predict what data will be accessed by a query. As a consequence, it is generally impossible to determine in advance -just by looking at the statements -whether two given queries will conflict with each other or not. One might assume that the latter is a consequence of the absence of schema information. However, as we will show, even the presence of a schema -pre-defined or dynamically derived from the actual data -may not be sufficient. Let us assume that two transactions T1 and T2 access a document as depicted in Figure 1 : T1 queries the subtree of the "Science" journal, while T2 inserts a small year fragment into the subtree of article 41. Obviously, T1 and T2 conflict with each other and concurrent access is prohibited. However, the statements themselves contain no hint about that there may be a conflict.
Using schema information, we could at least derive that there is a conflict potential. Unfortunately, knowledge about potential contention within a document is not sufficient to establish maximal permissive concurrency control. This is similar to the relational world, where some conflict potential is already given whenever transactions concurrently access and modify the same table. High concurrency can only be achieved when concurrency control is applied to the smallest meaningful granule, i.e., tuples in the relational world and nodes in the XML world.
A major difference between relational tuples and nodes in an XML tree is the amount of information that each data atom represents. A single XML node
